General Fund Allocations (see the Treasurer for details of specific budgets and FinCom’s cuts)
- Gusto $302
- WCFM $2,129.40
- Vote to approve the slate: 20-0-0

Appeals
- The Law Society: requested $520 more, FinCom recommends allocating $200
- Vote to approve: 20-0-0
- Sailing Team: FinCom recommends an increase to their budget, with a total of $12,687 (last week CC allotted $9,844)
  - They will not be asking for a fourth boat out of the SAT.
- A member proposes buying covers for the boats as well (an additional $1,107)
- Total proposal for the Sailing Team: $13,794
- Vote to approve the above budget: 18-0-2
- Debate: wants one more tournament to be added to the budget (total $9,010.95)
- CC wishes to table this issue until next week, 10/12

New Group Approvals
- LIVE: sober-based club
- Yearbook Club: “Williams Thing”
- The Memory Project: connections between artists and communities; need funding to make portraits and for art supplies
- Williams Women in the Sciences
- The Williams Libertarian Club (Jack Noelke likes this.)
- Vote to approve the above clubs: 19-0-1

Financial Committee Appointments
- Looking for 3 members of CC
- Ben Augenbraun, Gwen Schultz, Stephanie Neul

Motion to Extend the Meeting by 10 Minutes (Vote passed: 16-3-1)

Funding Transparency Within College Council
- Idea to prepare the subgroup budgets earlier and to introduce them to CC sooner, before the vote
- Funding will be covered more comprehensively at the CC Retreat
- Idea to have FinCom prepare a manual that all incoming CC members will read before voting on the slate
- Will write a resolution
- CC is in favor of this new system
Funding Transparency With the Rest of the Campus
- Should we put how much is in each of our funds up on the CC website?
- Goal: a fair allocation in which we understand the groups’ needs and we avoid bias
- We want to avoid a public, ugly, disseminated discussion in which the “loudest voices” get the most money.
- Posting line-item budgets on the website would lead to misinterpretations… SO much goes into making these choices.
- None of Williams College’s peer institutions put this type of information online.
- Idea to make subgroup totals available, but not individual organizations.
- BUT this may lead to false assumptions about CC’s values/CC valuing some clubs more than others.

Motion to Extend the Meeting by 5 Minutes: Vote 16-4-0